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Loustaunau, P. Kevin. MS, February, 2003 Geology
Transport and Fate o f Methyl Tertiary Butyl Ether (M TBE) in a Floodplain Aquifer and a 
Stream Interface, Ronan, Montana
Director; W illiam W. WoQssn&v
Methyl /err-butyl ether (MTBE), a common fuel additive, is the second m ost commonly 
detected volatile organic compound (VOC) in shallow groundwater. In Ronan, Montana, 
a MTBE plume associated with a gasoline spill has migrated through a shallow 
unconfined aquifer and is believed to be discharging to Spring Creek. This study was 
designed to examine the transport and fate o f MTBE at the groundwater-stream interface. 
Thirty-one wells and piezometers installed in the floodplain aquifer and piezometer 
placed in the streambed sediment were used to obtain head and water quality data. 
Temperature probing provided streambed thermal conditions. Study results show field- 
estimated and numerical model-derived groundwater flux to Spring Creek ranges from 
0.34 to 5.15 ft^/ft^d. Shallow groundwater in the floodplain aquifer (>20 ft bgs) 
discharges to the creek while a deeper component o f groundwater bypasses the stream.
Water quality results show MTBE is discharging to Spring Creek. MTBE 
concentrations in the floodplain aquifer increased in October 2002 compared to April 
2002. An attempt to characterize the MTBE plume at the groundwater-stream interface 
using streambed temperatures as a sampling guide yielded no detectable MTBE. No 
MTBE was detected in the streambed in suspected groundwater discharge zones. 
Geochemical trends and the presence o f tert-hniy\ alcohol (TBA), detected in October 
2002, indicates the likely occurrence o f  anaerobic biodégradation o f  MTBE.
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1.0 Introduction
Over the past 20 years fuel additives, such as methyl /er/-butyl ether (MTBE), 
have been substituted for lead to increase combustion efficiency and reduce engine 
knocking (Steffan et al., 1997; Keller et al., 2000). The 1990 Clean Air Act required the 
use o f fuel oxygenates in ozone and carbon monoxide nonattainment areas. This 
legislation increased the use o f MTBE, which has become a popular additive due to 
availability and cost (Keller et al., 2000). More than 80% o f  the reformulated gasoline 
sold in the U.S. each year incorporates MTBE (U.S. EPA, 1998). This fuel is currently 
formulated with up to 15% MTBE by volume (Alverez et al., 1998; Keller et al., 2000).
Gasoline is commonly stored in underground storage tanks (USTs). Although 
efforts have been made to improve the handling o f  this gasoline, historical leaks and 
spills have resulted in groundwater and surface water contamination (Happel et al., 1998; 
Keller et al., 1998; Smith et al., 1998). MTBE has a relatively short half-life in surface 
water systems (days to months) as a result o f  volatilization (Squillace et al., 1996). 
However, due to its high aqueous solubility, low octanol-water partitioning coefficient 
and relative resistance to biodégradation it persists in groundwater systems (Suflita and 
Mormile, 1993; Mormile et al., 1994; Salanitro et al., 1994; Yeh and Novak, 1994; 
Borden et al., 1997; Mo et al., 1997; Steffan et al., 1997; Deeb et al., 2000). MTBE 
behavior in groundwater is relatively conservative under normal environmental 
conditions (Keller et al., 2000).
Its widespread use and persistent nature makes MTBE the second most frequently 
observed volatile organic compound in shallow groundwater (Squillace et al., 1996). 
Research performed by the California EPA (1998) and Froines (1998) shows that MTBE
1
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can have negative effects on human health. Thus, M TBE contaminated sites pose a 
potential health risk to those who consume impacted groundwater. In Montana, the 
groundwater standard for MTBE has been set at 30 ug/L.
The U.S. EPA (1991) estimates that 51% o f  National Priority List sites impact 
surface water. However, there has been little research on how contaminant plumes 
interact with surface water systems and the processes associated with, and controlling, 
these interactions are not well understood (Conant, 2000). The goal o f  this work is to 
establish the fate o f  M TBE as it enters an active flood plain groundwater and stream 
system. Specific objectives o f  this research include: (1) determination o f  the physical 
flow system in a heterogeneous floodplain, (2) characterization o f  a dissolved MTBE 
plume at a stream interface and (3) establishment o f  the fate o f  M TBE in the near-stream 
groundwater system.
1.1 Site Description and History
The study was conducted on the Ronan MTBE Site in Ronan, Montana (Figure 
1). Ronan is located in the Mission Valley in northwestern Montana at approximately 
3,090 ft above mean sea level. Average daily temperature ranges from - 2  in January 
to 28 in July. The area receives approximately 17 in o f precipitation per year. The 
unconfined aquifer at the site consists o f clay, silt and fine sand o f  glacial lacustrine 
origin. Groundwater flow is to the west-southwest (MSE-HKM, 2002).
In April 1994 a leaking underground storage tank (LUST) was removed from a 
gasoline station east o f  U.S. Highway 93 in Ronan after releasing an estimated 11,000 
gallons o f gasoline in one year (Kern et al., 2002). The gasoline formed a free-product
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
plume on the water table that migrated west under Highway 93. An identifiable 
dissolved plume o f  BTEX and MTBE has migrated west beneath an alfalfa field and is 
assumed to be discharging to Spring Creek. Spring Creek is a small (approximate 
discharge o f  30 cfs), ungauged, south-flowing, perennial stream located approximately 
1500 ft west o f the source area. The alfalfa field is irrigated w ith wheel line sprinklers 
during summer months. However, the fine nature o f the soils and plant use are believed 
to eliminate most direct groundwater recharge from irrigation (Cunningham, 2002). The 
water table ranges from approximately 1 5 ft bgs near the source area to <1 ft bgs near 
Spring Creek. Several groundwater seeps are present in the vicinity o f  the creek. The 
site is regulated by the Remediation Division o f the Montana Department o f 
Environmental Quality (DEQ).
Twenty-three monitoring wells completed with 2-4 in diam eter PVC well casings 
with screen lengths o f  3.25 to 20 ft were completed by DEQ contractors between 1995 
and 2001 (Appendix A). W ells were completed with gravel packs and the boreholes 
were sealed with bentonite. Quarterly groundwater elevation and water quality 
monitoring events have occurred since 1995.
Water quality data collected from these wells were used to generate a 2-D 
representation o f the dissolved MTBE plume (Figure 1). Field observations suggest 
MTBE has traveled further than other dissolved hydrocarbons and is most likely 
discharging to Spring Creek (MSE-HKM, 2002).
Three m ulti-port wells, MPOl, MP02 and MP03, constructed from Solinst 
Continuous Multi-port Tubing (CMT) were installed, according to manufacturer’s 
recommendation along the plum e’s longitudinal axis to depths o f  72, 62 and 57 ft bgs.
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respectively, to investigate the vertical contaminant distribution and aqufier lithology. 
Based on driller’s logs from these wells, the aquifer consists o f four main hydro geologic 
units composed o f clay, silt and fine sand (Figure 2). M easurable concentrations o f 
MTBE were present in all ports including the deepest ports finished within a clay layer 
(Figure 3).
Remediation efforts have been initiated by the DEQ, USGS and the U.S. EPA. 
Active remedial efforts near the source area are supervised by the DEQ and include free 
product recovery, soil vapor extraction and air sparging. Despite these efforts, free- 
product and residual product remain and continue to impact groundwater. A 
phytoremediation pilot project was implemented by the DEQ and USGS in an attempt to 
remove dissolved MTBE via plant transpiration near Spring Creek. Approximately 230 
cottonwood seedlings, 235 willow seedlings and 1425 bulrush seedlings were planted in 
June 2001 in an area o f  approximately 1700 on the east side o f  Spring Creek (MSE- 
HKM, 2002).
The EPA is conducting an in situ  bioremediation study using BioNet wells in the 
east and west portions o f the alfalfa field (near M l 8 and M l 3) (Stavnes et al., 2002). 
Hydraulic fracturing was utilized to create 7 BioNets filled with silica sand or Isolite^ 
which facilitated inoculation o f P M l, a known aerobic M TBE de grader (Hanson et al., 
1999). Oxygen and nutrients were also injected beginning in October 2000. The BioNets 
near M l 8 documented MTBE reductions as high as 85% during periods o f optimum 
operation. No data from the BioNets near M l3 were available.
K em  et al. (2002) successfully enriched a MTBE-degrading bacterial consortium 
from contaminated soil and aquifer materials collected from the Ronan MTBE Site. This
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
study documents the existence o f  naturally occurring aerobic M TBE-degraders in the 
system and suggests the potential o f natural attenuation o f  M TBE at the site.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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2.0 Methods
2.1 Characterization of the groundwater flow system
Two, VA in diameter steel sand point wells (SP l and SP2) with 1 and 2 ft long 
screens were installed on the east side o f  the creek and three, % in diameter PVC 
monitoring wells (MW 3-MW 5) with 3 ft long perforated intervals wrapped with a nylon 
mesh fabric were installed on the west side o f the creek.
Vertical gradients near the streambed on both sides o f  the creek were evaluated 
with 11 stream mini-piezometer nests (SPN1-SPN6 and W SPN1-W SPN4) made o f V2 in 
diameter galvanized conduit. A loose fitting carriage bolt was placed in the end o f  the 
conduit and driven into the streambed with a handheld fencepost driver. Once the desired 
depth was reached, the conduit was pulled up approximately 1 in to open the piezometer 
(Lee and Cherry, 1978). Each nest consists o f two to three piezometers installed at 
approximately 1.5 to 7 ft below the streambed (Appendix A, Table A l). Three staff 
gauges were installed in the creek to monitor surface water stage. Surface water stage 
was also measured on the outside o f mini-piezometer casings. Global Water 
Insturmentation, Inc. continuous water level recorders were installed in a 2 in diameter 
PVC stilling well in spring creek and in a nearby DEQ monitoring well (M32).
A transect o f  7 piezometer nests was installed on both sides o f  the creek (NP2, 
RPN1-RPN4, W PN1-W PN2) to determine the groundwater flow system near Spring 
Creek. Piezometers were installed using a Geoprobe with 2 1/8 in diameter flush-coupled 
drill rod and hand augers. The piezometers were constructed from '/z in diameter CP VC 
or % in diameter PVC pipe perforated over the bottom inch and then wrapped with a fine 
nylon mesh that was secured with stainless steel wire. Boreholes were allowed to
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
collapse around the screened interval and then filled to land surface with Benseal’̂ 
bentonite. The transect extends the DEQ’s multi-port sampler transect to approximately 
150 ft west o f spring creek (Figure 1). A stream piezometer nest (SPN7) made o f in 
diameter CP VC pipe was installed in-line with this transect. W SPN3 is also included in 
this transect. These wells, piezometers and mini piezometers were used in conjunction 
with existing DEQ-constructed site wells to evaluate horizontal and vertical groundwater 
flow in the study area.
Two, 16 ft core samples were taken with a Geoprobe IV2 in M acro-Core Soil 
Sampler near the plume at N P l and NP3. These data were described and correlated with 
drillers logs to develop site stratigraphy. Selected samples were used for hydraulic 
testing.
Slug tests and permeameter tests were performed to determine sediment hydraulic 
conductivities. Slug tests were completed from July 30, 2001 to August 7, 2001 on 
twelve, 2 in monitoring wells (M6, M9, MIO, M l 1, M l 3, M14, M l7, M19, M20, M30, 
M31, and M32) using a 5 ft by % in PVC slug and an In-Situ, Inc. Hermit 3000 data 
logger. These data were analyzed using the Bouwer and Rice m ethod (Bouwer, 1989) 
with Aquifer Test 3.01 software (Waterloo Hydrogeologic, Inc., 2001). Falling head 
permeameter tests were conducted on sediments taken from the N P l core sample 
(Domenico and Schwartz, 1998). Sediments from the upper 8.25 ft o f  the aquifer (7.75 ft 
bgs to 16 ft bgs) were tested in 1-2 ft intervals.
Nine monitoring events have occurred over the course o f  this study, from 
September 2001 to October 2002. Vertical gradients from stream mini-piezometers and
10
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the range o f hydraulic conductivity values determined from slug tests were used to 
quantify the vertical flux (qv) between groundwater and surface water.
A synoptic survey conducted near SPN6 and 2600 ft upstream for Spring Creek 
on September 30, 2002 was also used to derive another estimate o f  groundwater-surface 
water exchange rates (Buchanan and Somers, 1980). Net groundwater discharge per unit 
area o f streambed (qn) was computed as
qn = (Qd/Wd-Q„/Wu)/L  
where d and u correspond to downstream and upstream gauging locations, respectively;
Q is stream discharge; W is stream width at each gauging location; and L is the length of 
the reach. Positive q„ indicates a gaining reach whereas negative q» indicates a loosing 
reach (Fryar et al., 2000).
To test the validity o f  the conceptual model obtained from the interpretation o f the 
vertical head distribution, a steady-state two-dimensional slice m odel was developed 
using M odflow (McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988; Anderson and Woessner, 1992). The 
model grid is composed o f  1 row, 145 columns and 57 layers. Column spacing ranges 
from 20 ft to <0.4 ft near the creek and layer spacing ranges from 5 ft to 0.8 ft near the 
creek. The single row is 30 ft thick.
Boundary conditions consist o f a no-flow boundary at the bottom and constant 
head boundaries on both sides (Figure 4). The eastern constant head boundary was set 
approximately 845 ft from the stream using May 16, 2002 vertical head data from MP02 
and water table elevation from M l7. The vertical head distribution was interpolated 
linearly between m easured values. The western constant head boundary is a distant 
boundary set 1000 ft from the stream (Anderson and W oessner, 1992). A head o f  3030 ft
11
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was estimated based on land surface slope and measured hydraulic gradients to the east. 
Lateral flow is assumed at this boundary. Drain cells were used to simulate groundwater 
seeps near the creek on both sides. The position o f these drain cells was determined from 
land surface elevations and the M ay 16, 2002 head from M l9. Spring Creek was 
approximated with river nodes using surface water elevation from SG2 on May 16, 2002. 
The width o f the creek was estimated as 11 ft and the elevation o f  the streambed was 
approximated at 3029 ft. M easured heads from the M ay 16, 2002 monitoring event were 
used to calibrate the model. Hydraulic conductivities, stream conductance and the 
western constant head boundary were adjusted in order to achieve an acceptable 
calibration. Calibration was judged acceptable when the root m ean square error o f  the 
observed vs. simulated heads was <5% and model computed flux to the stream was 
within 10% o f  field-derived values.
2.2. Documenting the MTBE-plume-surface water interaction
Two groundwater quality sampling events were conducted for this study, April 5- 
7, 2002 and October 2-5, 2002. In both events samples were collected with a peristaltic 
pump and dedicated polyethylene and masterflex tubing for each well. Because o f the 
low permeability o f  the sediments, well bores were completely evacuated and then 
allowed to recover before samples were taken. Surface water samples near SPN7 were 
taken during both events. A grab sample o f a groundwater seep near RPN2 was obtained 
during the April 5-7, 2002 sampling event and 3 soil samples were collected for MTBE 
analysis near RPN2, RPN l and RPN4 during the October 2-5, 2002 sampling event.
Three wells, MW6, MW 7 and MW8, completed at 48, 30 and 30ft bgs, respectively, were
12
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installed on July 31, 2002 to sample deeper groundwater on the west side o f the creek 
during the October 2-5, 2002 sampling event. Each V2 in diam eter PVC well is screened 
with nylon mesh fabric over a 3 ft interval. A field blank and 2 field duplicates were 
taken during each sampling event. Temperature, pH and electrical conductivity were 
measured for 78 and 96% o f water samples collected during the April 2002 and October 
2002 sampling events, respectively.
Samples from the April 5-7, 2002 event, the October 30, 2002 event and a portion 
o f the samples from the October 2-5, 2002 event (W PN l-3, M W 6-MW 8, WPN2-1, 
WSPN3-1, and W SPN3-2) were analyzed for MTBE and BTEX with a gas 
chromatograph (GC) and photo-ionization detector (PID) (EPA M ethod SW8021B). The 
rest o f the October 2002 samples were analyzed for M TBE and breakdown product, tert- 
butyl alcohol (TBA), using a GC and mass-spectrometer (EPA M ethod 8260). Energy 
Laboratories, Inc. in Helena and Billings, M T performed all analyses.
Temperature measurements were made in streambed sediment at various depths 
in an attempt to identify zones o f groundwater discharge using a Bamant 100 
thermocouple. A probing rod was constructed to allow the thermocouple to be 
submerged into the streambed (Figure 5). The rod consisted o f  a 6 ft by % in diameter 
galvanized pipe and an 8 in by % in diameter piece o f copper tubing. One end o f the 
copper tubing was crimped to serve as the driving point and a threaded male coupling 
was soldered to the other end. Two 1 in long by V4 in wide slots were cut in each side o f 
the tubing to allow sediment-water to fill in the driving point. The thermocouple was 
then placed inside the driving point and held in place with a rubber stopper at the joint 
between the galvanized pipe and copper driving point. A small hole in the center o f the
13
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rubber stopper allowed a cord to run from the thermocouple to the control unit. The 
driving point was attached to the galvanized pipe with a female coupling.
M easurements were planned to coincide with a periods o f  elevated and reduced 
surface water temperatures relative to groundwater temperature. Measurements were 
made on July 11, 2002 and October 30, 2002. Ambient groundwater temperatures were 
measured in M14 during each event. On July 11, 2002 temperature was measured at 15 
transects (approximately 4-7 stations per transect) across the streambed over 122 ft o f  the 
stream where the plume is thought to be discharging (Figure 6). Measurements were 
typically taken at depths o f  0.5, 1.0, and 1.5ft below the streambed. However, in some 
cases this was not possible and measurements were made at the maximum possible depth. 
On October 30, 2002 temperature was measured at transects 5 and 9. Measurements 
were taken at 0.5 ft below the streambed at one-foot intervals across the channel. Surface 
water temperatures and groundwater temperatures at various depths in SPN7, RPN4, 
R PN l, SPN3, SPN4, and W SPN3 were measured on July 16, 2002 to compare surface 
water temperatures to groundwater temperatures at specific depths near the creek.
The streambed was sampled for MTBE at three locations on October 30, 2002. 
Samples were taken from stream mini-piezometers similar to SPN7 that were removed 
after sample collection. W ater quality samples were also taken from temperature 
transects 5 and 9. A t transect 5, temporary m ini-piezometers were installed two and five 
feet from the east bank. At transect 9, temporary mini-piezometers were installed at two 
and six feet from the east bank. All four o f  these mini-piezometers were installed to a 
depth o f 0.5 ft below the streambed. The mini-piezometers were pumped out with a 
peristaltic pump and allowed to recover before samples were collected. The temporary
14
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mini-piezometer two feet from the east bank in transect 5 failed to recover such that no 
sample could be taken.
15
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3.0 Results
3.1 Groundwater flow system
W ater level monitoring events have provided water table elevations on both sides 
o f Spring Creek. From these data, a water table has been interpreted (Figure 7) along 
with seasonal variations. Seasonal water table fluctuations increase with distance from 
the creek (Figure 8) and seasonal variation in flow direction near Spring Creek is less 
than 5° (Figure 9, Table 1). Pressure transducers and continuous data loggers recorded 
hourly water levels in Spring Creek and in M32 from June 18, 2002 to July 16, 2002 to 
show the relationship between surface water and groundwater fluctuations on a shorter 
timescale (Figure 10).
Stream piezometers indicate upward gradients across the upper 7 ft o f  aquifer 
underlying the stream (Table 2). Upward gradients exist in all piezometers from October 
31, 2001 to July 16, 2002 except for WSPN2 where on October 31, 2001 a downward 
gradient o f —0.10 was measured. Gradients ranged from —0.10 to 0.36 throughout the 
course o f the study with an average gradient o f 0.23.
The 3 multi-port wells (MPOl, MP02 and MP03), piezometer nests (RPN1-RPN4, 
SPN7, WSPN3, W PN l, and WPN2) and SG2 provide a vertical head distribution along 
the longitudinal axis o f  the plume on both sides of the creek. This head distribution 
suggests a complex flow system (Figure 11, Table 5). Shallow groundwater seems to 
contribute to Spring Creek from both sides while a deeper portion o f  groundwater flow 
(20 ft bgs) appears to by-pass the creek and continues flowing to the west. Monitoring 
has shown seasonal variation in the vertical component o f the flow system. The July 16,
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2002 monitoring event showed increased upward gradients in the shallow portion o f the 
aquifer (approximately 3 ft bgs) (Figure 3.5, Table 3.4).
Slug tests were conducted between July 30, 2001 to August 7, 2001 on selected 
wells throughout the site (Table 3). Analysis o f the recovery data using the Bouwer and 
Rice method (1978) yielded hydraulic conductivities (K) varying over two orders o f 
magnitude. The average K-value was 4.1 ft/d, indicative o f  silty sand (Freeze and 
Cherry, 1979).
Falling head permeameter tests were performed on sediments from a core sample 
at N P 1. The core consisted o f  interbedded clay, silt and fine sand w ith isolated gravel up 
to 3 cm in diameter. Clay was predominant in the upper 7 ft, and fine sand and silt 
dominated the lower portion o f the core (7 to 16 ft). Gravels were intermixed with finer 
sediment in the upper 10 ft. Sediments firom the upper portion o f  the aquifer (from 7% to 
16 ft bgs) were tested in 1 to 2 ft intervals (Table 4). K-values varied over three orders o f 
magnitude. The average K for the sediments in this core sample is 0.25 ft/d, also 
indicative o f  silty sand.
Surface water discharge measurements made on September 30, 2002 near SPN6 
and 2600 ft upstream o f  SPN6 were 27.87 and 17.03 cubic feet per second (cfs) (+/- 5%), 
respectively. Net flux (q») was 5.15 ft^/ft^d. The average stream mini-piezometer 
gradient (0.23) and the approximate K range (0.2 to 10 ft/d) yield a vertical flux to the 
creek (q^) o f  0.5 to 2.34 ft^/ft^d.
A numerical simulation was carried out to test the conceptual model o f  the 
groimdwater flow system. Calibrated horizontal hydraulic conductivities (K%) ranged 
from 11.25x10'^ to 56.25 ft/d. Hydraulic units followed the general pattern observed in
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well logs (Figure 13). K values are within the ranges o f the observed aquifer materials 
(Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Near the creek more detailed adjustment was required to 
obtain a suitable calibration reflecting the high degree o f  heterogeneity o f the natural 
system. An anisotropy ratio (Kx/Kz) o f 10 was used for all units except unit 1 where a 
ratio o f 2 was used based on calibration results. An effective porosity o f 0.35 was 
assigned to all units. A river conductance term o f 15,000 ft^/d was determined from 
calibration. Based on boundary conditions, the water table position was derived as cells 
in layers above the saturated zone were allowed to go dry during simulation.
Model results produce a similar flow system to the one interpreted from the field 
data (Figure 14). The simulated and measured heads for May 16, 2002 are shown in 
Table 6. The maximum difference between simulated and m easured heads is 0.85 ft in 
MP03-1, the furthest calibration point from the creek. The five calibration points within 
stream mini-piezometer nests (SPN7 and WSPN3) are all within 0.27ft. The model­
generated flux to the creek (qm) is 0.34 ft^/ft^d (0.34 ft^/ft^d through the streambed and 
5.13x10'^ ft^/ft^d through the drains).
3.2 MTBE Plume
Two sampling events were completed to characterize the MTBE plume and 
determine its fate. The first sampling event, completed from April 5-7, 2002, 
characterized the M TBE plume near the creek in three dimensions (Table 7). Sampling 
events carried out by the DEQ on March 6 and 26, 2002 are included to extend the three 
dimensional plume characterization upgradient towards the source area.
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In plan-view, the MTBE plume is reasonably well defined with the exception o f 
the northern boundary (Figure 15). The MTBE plume has m igrated approximately 1500 
ft and appears to be discharging into Spring Creek. However, prior to this study, no 
MTBE has been detected in surface water samples taken from the creek.
For this work, percent error was calculated for each sampling event and includes 
sampling and analytical errors. For the April 5-7, 2002 field duplicate samples from M l9 
and RPNl-1 showed a 7.8% average error. Only one field duplicate sample was taken 
during the October 2-5, 2002 sampling event. This duplicate sample (taken at RPN4-1) 
showed a 11% error for MTBE concentration. No /ert-butyl alcohol (TBA) was detected 
in RPN4-1 so an error estimate for TBA could not be determined. All MTBE 
concentrations are above the analyte reporting limits even after considering error. In one 
sample (RPN3-2) the TBA concentration (2.7 pg/L) was below the analyte-reporting 
limit (5 pg/L).
MTBE concentrations from the April 5-7, 2002 sampling event and the March 6 
and 26, 2002 sampling events completed by the DEQ provide a vertical contaminant 
distribution along the plum e’s main axis (Figure 3, Figure 16). M TBE is detected in all 
sampling ports in MPOl, MP02 and MP03 including the deepest ports in each multi port 
well at 72, 62 and 57 ft bgs, respectively. The port in MP03 at 57 ft bgs is screened 
within an extensive clay layer (Figure 2). Near the creek, M TBE concentrations decrease 
from 1380 pg/L to 3.9 pg/L along the axis o f  the plume from RPN2 to SPN7 (Figure 16). 
No MTBE was detected in Spring Creek or in wells sampled on the west side o f  the creek 
(W PN l, W PN2 and MW5). A groundwater seep near RPN2 was sampled and contained 
184 pg/L MTBE.
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The October 2-5, 2002 sampling event was designed to further characterize the 
MTBE plume and investigate the fate o f  MTBE in the system. On the west side o f  the 
creek MW6, MW 7, MW 8, W P N l-3, WPN2, W SPN l, and W SPN2 were sampled and 
showed no detectable amounts o f MTBE (Figure 17, Table 7). On the east side o f Spring 
Creek, MTBE was detected in all ports sampled and ranged from 12 to 2000 pg/L.
MTBE was detected in surface water near SPN7 at 1.5 pg/L. No MTBE was detected in 
the soil samples. M l9, NP2, RPN2, RPN3, R PN l, RPN4, SPN7, surface water, and three 
soil samples near RPN2, RPN l and RPN4 were also analyzed for breakdown products 
including TBA. TBA concentrations ranged from 2.7 to 98 pg/L in NP2, RPN2, RPN3, 
and M l9 (Figure 18, Table 7). No TBA was detected in the soil samples or in surface 
water.
The TBA distribution is similar to that o f MTBE; however, TBA concentrations 
are typically 1 -3 orders o f magnitude lower. Sample locations with high MTBE 
concentrations generally correspond to high TBA concentrations and no TBA was 
detected within approximately 35 ft o f  Spring Creek.
3.3 Plume-surface water interaction
Temperature measurements were made on July 11, 2002 along 15 transects in the 
streambed o f Spring Creek and in M14, WSPN3, SPN7, R P N l, and RPN4 in an attempt 
to identify zones o f  localized groundwater discharge to the creek. Two transects, 5 and 9, 
are presented (Figure 19, Table 8). At transect 5, five measurements were taken at 0, 2,
5, 8, and 10 ft from the east bank. Measurements were taken at 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5 A below 
the streambed or at the maximum possible depth. Temperatures ranged from 12.5 °C to
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16.2 and generally decreased with depth. Temperatures at all depths converged to 
12.5 to 13.1 five feet from the left bank. Surface water at this transect was 16.4 ®C. 
At transect 9, seven measurements were made at 0, 1,2,  3 ,4 ,  8, and 9 ft from the left 
bank. Measurements were only, taken at 0.5 ft below the streambed due to an 
impenetrable gravel layer. Temperatures ranged from 14.8 °C to 17,5 °C and surface 
water was 17.8 °C.
Streambed temperatures in Transects 5 and 9 were measured again on October 30, 
2002 (Figure 19, Table 8). At transect 5 ten measurements were m ade every foot from 
the east bank. Measurements were made 0.5 ft below the streambed. Streambed 
temperatures ranged from 5.5 to 8.5 and surface water temperature drifted from 8.3 °C 
at the beginning to 5.0 °C at the end o f the steambed measurements. Linear instrument 
drift was assumed and temperature differences were calculated as the difference between 
assumed surface water temperature and sediment temperature. At transect 9, eight 
measurements were made at one-foot intervals from 2 ft to 9 ft from the east bank. 
Streambed temperature at 0.5 ft depth and surface water temperature was measured at 
each location to account for instrument drift. Surface water temperatures ranged from 3.3 
to 4.9 “C and streambed temperatures ranged from 3.3 to 5.5 °C. The difference between 
surface water and streambed temperature at each location was plotted. Streambed-water 
sampled two and six feet from the east bank o f Spring Creek in transect 9 and five feet 
from the east bank in transect 5 contained no measurable concentrations o f MTBE.
24
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09/17/98 3039,41 3036.29 3035.92 0.025 0.022 0.038 33.91
11/17/98 3039.22 3036.26 3036.13 0.024 0.020 0.035 32.46
3/11/1999 3039.87 3036.57 3035.94 0.026 0.025 0.041 37.76
6/14/1999 3038.94 3036.73 3035.14 0.026 0.024 0.040 37.89
9/27/1999 3038.23 3035.72 3035.43 0.020 0.018 0.030 39.14
12/6/1999 3038.64 3036.16 3035.85 0.020 0.018 0.030 38.97
03/14/00 3040.15 3036.99 3036.32 0.025 0.024 0.040 35.61
06/20/00 3038 83 3036.26 3035.44 0.021 0.021 0.034 37.40
09/15/00 3039.28 3036.56 3035.80 0.022 0.022 0.035 36.76
11/08/00 3039.77 3036.82 3036.11 0.024 0.023 0.038 36.11
04/02/01 3040.96 3037.41 3036.52 0.028 0.028 0.045 36.28
07/09/01 3039.04 3036.04 3035.27 0.024 0.024 0.038 36.38
09/25/01 3038.79 3035.95 3035.62 0.023 0.020 0.034 33.87
10/31/01 3038.83 3036.37 3035.74 0.020 0.020 0.032 36.30
11/21/01 3039.14 3036.56 3036.05 0.021 0.020 0.032 35,36
01/06/02 3039.19 3036.65 3036.11 0.020 0.019 0.032 35.62
03/11/02 3039.43 3036.84 3036.27 0.021 0.020 0.033 35.75
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Table 1. Hydraulic head, gradient and resultant vectors for M13, M14 and M20 from 
September 18,1998 to March 11, 2002. 0 represents direction of groundwater flow 
measured from line A (M l3 to M20) in degrees.
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SPN1 0.24 0.26 0.27 0.29 0.22
SPN2 0.14 0.18 0.18 0.23 0.18
SPN3 0.15 0.22 0.16 0.16 0.20 0.13
SPN4 0.16 0.18 0.20 0.21 0.15
SPN5 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.23 0.17
SPN6 0.17 0.21 , 0 20 0.23
SPN7 0.10 0.04 0.30 0.29 0.22
WSPN1 0.30 0.31 0.36 0.34 0.23
WSPN2 -0.10 0.03 0.06 0.15 0.10 0.06
WSPN3 0.21 0:24 0.17 0.25 0.24 0.22 0.15
WSPN4 0.21 0.22 0.20 0.23 0.13
Table 2. Vertical gradients in stream mini-piezometer nests. Gradient measured between deepest 
piezometer in nest and surface water. Positive gradient indicates upward flow.
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Slug Test Results
Welt Date K(ft/d) K (m/s) Aquifer material description (MSE-HKM, 2002)
M31 7/30/2001 4.6 1.6E-05 25% Clay with sand and silt lenses, 75% silt.
M6 test 1 7/31/2001 12 4.2E-05 Silt to sand
M6 test 2 7/31/2001 13 4.6E-05
M11 test 1 7/31/2001 4.2 1.5E-05 Silty sand to clayey sand
M11 test 2 7/31/2001 5.2 1.8E-05
M17 8/1/2001 7.2 2.5E-05 80% silt, 20% silty clay to clay
M30 8/1/2001 6.9 2.4E-05 35% clay, 35% silt, 30% fine sand
M9 8/1/2001 0.2 7. IE-07 Silty to clayey sand
M32 8/2/2001 0.7 2.5E-06 Silt with occasional sand lense
M14 8/2/2001 1.4 4.9E-06 10% silty clay, 90% clay with silt lenses
M13 8/2/2001 0.4 1.4E-06 10% clay with some gravel, 20% silt, 70% silt with clay
M19 8/2/2001 1.5 5.3E-06 Silt with sand and some clay
M20 8/2/2001 0.3 1.IE-06 20% clay, 80% silt with fine sand and some clay
M10 8/7/2001 0,4 1.4E-06 Silty clay with clay lenses
Average 4,1 1.5E-05
Standard Dev. 4.3 1.5E-05
c/)c/) Table 3. Slug test results for wells at the Ronan MTBE site.
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depth bgs (ft) K (m/s) K(ft/d) Aquifer material description
7 . 7 5 - 9 5.04E-09 1.43E-03 Silt with gravel (up to 3cm) intermixed throughout upper 4in.
9-10 7.38E-08 2.09E-02 Sandy silt
10-11 3.55E-07 1.01E-01 Fine sand to silty sand
11-12 1.46E-06 4.14E-01 Silty sand
12-14 4.11E-07 1.16E-01 Sandy silt
14-15 1.55E-06 4.39E-01 Sandy silt
15-16 2.42E-06 6.86E-01 Sandy silt
A\erage 8 96E-07 2.54E-01
Standard Dev. 9.19E-07 2.60E-01
CD
Q. Table 4. Permeameter tests results for core sample taken at NP1.
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Head (ft) 
05/16/02
Head (ft) 
07/16/02 Well
Head (ft) 
05/16/02
Head (ft) 
07/16/02
M14 3035.96 3035.25 SPN7-3 3033.91 3033.77
M20 3036.59 3035.82 WSPN3-1 3032.22 3032.49
M13 3039.24 3038.59 WSPN3-2 3032.46 3032.65
MW1 3039.95 RPN1-1 3035 3034.58
EPA 1 3035.11 ------------ RPNl-2 3034.86 3033.89
EPA2 3039.94 ------------ RPN2-1 3037.1 3036.84
MW2 3040.45 3039.99 RPN2-2 3037.32 3036.58
M19 3035.69 3035.2 RPN3-1 3035.96 3035.4
M32 3037.21 RPN3-2 3035.92 3035.25
M10 3047.52 RPN3-3 3035.88 3035.06
M17 3047.46 RPN4-1 3034.32 3034,02
M30 3047.85 ------------ RPN4-2 3034.32 3034.04
M9 3047.6 ------------ RPN4-3 3034.25 3033.87
MW3 3032.8451 3032.35513 MP03-1 3039.6 3039.17
MW4 3032.3848 3031.924813 MP03-2 3039.38 3038.76
MW5 3033.0789 3032.438863 MP03-3 3039.42 3038.77
SP1 3034.88 MP03-4 3039.42 3038.78
SP2 3034.28 MP03-5 3039.47 3038.81
SG-2 3031.78 3032,73 MP03-6 3039.48 3038.86
NP2-1 3039.3 WPN1-1 3032.875899 3032.3659
NP2-2 3039.45 WPNl *2 3032.909494 3032.39949
NP2-3 3039.41 WPNl-3 3032.903419 3032.40342
SPN7-1 3032.54 3032.79 WPN2 3033.3 3032.74
SPN7-2 3033.035 3033.155
Table 5. Observed head values from May 16, 2002 and July 16, 2002.
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Observed head (ft) Simulated head (ft)
M13 3039.24 3039.23
WPN1-1 3032,88 3032.96
WPN1-2 3032.90 3032.97
WPN1-3 3032.91 3032.97
WPN2-1 3033.30 3033.32
WSPN3-1 3032.22 3032.04
WSPN3-2 3032.46 3032.21
M19 3035.69 3036.12
MP03-1 3039.60 3038.99
MP03-2 3039.38 3039.12
MP03-3 3039.47 3039.22
MP03-4 3039.42 3039.15
NP2-1 3039.30 3039.16
NP2-2 3039.45 3039.18
NP2-3 3039 41 3039.21
RPN1-1 3035.00 3035.11
RPN1-2 3034.86 3034.89
RPN3-1 3035.96 3035.87
RPN3-2 3035.92 3035.79
RPN3-3 3035.88 3035.75
RPN4-1 3034.32 3034.26
RPN4-2 3034.32 3033.93
RPN4-3 3034.25 3033.87
SPN7-1 3032.54 3032.45
SPN7-2 3033.04 3033.25
SPN7-3 3033.91 3034.05
Normalized RMS: 4.06
Table 6. Observed (May 16,2002) vs. model simulated heads.
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CD April 5-7, 2002 October 2-5, 2002
g Wttll MTBE (ua/L> error MTBE RL (uO/U M TBE(ug/L) 1 >/• error 1 MTBERL(uO/U) TB A W fL> TBARL W U
C/) M13 1190 92 82 10
C/) M20 81 6.318 1
o ' M19 729 56.862 10 792 87 12 50 4  1 5
3 M14 77 6.000 1
o EPA 1 NO 1
MW3 NO 1
CD MW4 NO 1
O MW5 NO 1
O MW6 ND 1
MW7 NO 1
CQ- MW8 ND
1
3" W PN M NO 1
WPN1-2 ND 1
i WPN1-3 ND 1 NO 1
3 ' WPN2 ND 1
CD WSPN3-1 ND 1
NP2-1 41 3.198 1 35 3 65 1 ND 5
"n NP2-2 324 25.272 10 329 36 19 10 11 5
c NP2-3 334 26.052 0
3" RPN1-1 31 2.418 1 48 5 2 8 2.5 ND 12
CD RPN1*2 14 1.092 1 43 4.73 10 ND 5
RPN2-1 569 44.382 36 3 85 NO 5
-S -ta. RPN2-2 1330 103.74 892 98.12 50 6.7 2
RPN3-1 171 13 338 1 2000 220 100 98 5
O RPN3-2 178 13.884 1 242 26.62 10 2 7 5
c RPN3-3 86 6.708 1 308 33.88 25 5 1 5
a ÎRPN4-1 45 3.51 1 102 11.22 10 NO 5
o RPN4-2 67 5.226 1 68 7 48 10 NO 5
3 RPN4-3 35 2 73 1 20 2.2 10 ND 5
■O SPN3-1
o SPN3-2 3 2 0.2496 1
3" SPN3-3
O' SPN7-1 2 3 0.1794 1 19 2 09 1 ND 5
CD SPN7-2 3 9 0.3042 15 1 65 1 ND 5
SPN7-3 1.2 0.0936 1 12 1 32 1 ND 5
$ SPN5-1 ND 1
3 SPN5-2
O SPN5-3 ND
1—H SW ND 1.5 0.165 1 ND 5
"O SEEP 184 14 352
SOIL 1 (mg/kg) ND 0 1 ND 0.5
3 SOIL 2 (mg/kg) ND 0.1 ND 0.5
(/)' SOIL 3 (mg/kg) ND 0.1 ND 0.5
5 ' Trip blank ND 1 NO 5
3 Field blank ND
M19 duplicate 824 10
RPN1-1 duplicate 30
RPN4-1 duplicate M 10 ND 5
Table 7. Results from the April 5-7, 2002 and the October 2-5,2002 sampling 
events. ND = non detectable concentrations.
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711112002 07/11102 711112002 1013012002
Distance (ft)
IHItip (L) 
0.5 ft below Surace water Temp
1 snip (UTTft
below Surace water Temp
1 emp |U|
1 5ft below Surace water Temp
I B I l i p  r t . )  U  OIL
below Temp
from east bank streambed Temp (C> difference streambed (Cl Temp difference streambed Temp (C) dtfference streambed SW Temp drift difference
0 152 16.4 1.2 148 16.4 16 14.5 16.4 1.9
1 8 3 83 0 0
2 15.4 16.4 1.0 13.4 16.4 3 0 8 5 8.0 0.5
3 8 4 7.6 0.8
4 7 7 7 3 04
5 13,1 16.4 3.3 12.8 16.4 3 6 12.5 16.4 3 9 7 3 70 0 3
6 7 9 6 6 1.3
7 7 6 3 07
8 16.2 16.4 0 2 5.7 6 0 -0.3
9 5.7 5.6 01
10 15.9 16.4 0.5 15.5 16.4 0 9 5 3 5.3 0.0
Transects
7/11/2002 10/30/02
4̂LA
Distance (ft) 
from east bank
Temp (C) 
0.5 ft below 
streambed
Surace water 
Temp (C)
Temp
difference
Temp (C) 
O.Sft 
below 
streambed
Surace water Temp 
(C) Temp difference
0 155 17.4 1.9
1 164 17.4 10
2 174 17.4 0.0 5 5 4 9 0 6
3 175 17.4 -0.1 5.2 4.9 0.3
4 17.3 17.4 0.1 4 8 4.9 -0.1
5 42 4.4 -0,2
6 3 3 37 -0.4
7 3 3 3.3 0
8 16.1 17 4 13 3.6 3.3 0 3
9 14.8 17.4 2.6 4.2 3.4 0 8
Table 8. Transect 5 streambed temperatures from July 11, 2002 and October 30,2002
4.0 Discussion
4.1 Flow System
The water table configuration at the Ronan MTBE Site is strongly influenced by 
Spring Creek. Equipotential lines clearly mimic the plan-view stream pattern in the 
vicinity o f the creek (Figure 7). The hydraulic head data suggest that there is virtually no 
down-valley groundwater flow refraction commonly observed in floodplain aquifers 
(Woessner, 2000). The lack o f a significant high hydraulic conductivity (K) fluvial plain 
is also supported by slug test results. K  values for M l4, M l9 and M20 are 1.4, 1.5 and 
0.3 fl/d, respectively. These values are indicative o f silt to silty sand (Freeze and Cherry, 
1979) and are lower than the average K o f  4.1 ft/d for the entire site.
The spring-fed source and low elevation o f the creek’s headwaters create a stable 
flow regime with no obvious seasonal peaks due to snowmelt over the course o f this 
study. This stable flow limits the entrainment and reworking o f coarse grain (high K) 
material in the floodplain.
The effect o f  the stable nature o f Spring Creek is also indicated in the 
groundwater elevation data (Figure 8). Fluctuations in groundwater elevation dampen 
with increasing proximity to the creek. Although surface water elevation data have only 
been colleeted for one year, the pattern in groimdwater fluctuations over the past 5 years 
suggest a relatively constant surface water stage. Essentially, Spring Creek is a stable 
low point in the water table system creating a relatively stable groundwater flow system 
near the creek.
Based on the water table surface and shallow vertical gradients (Table 2) attained 
from stream mini-piezometers (SPN1-SPN7 and W SPN1-W SPN4), Spring Creek is
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gaining within the study site. Mini-piezometer data indicate a vertical flux (qv) to the 
creek ranging from 0.05 to 2.34 ft^/ft^d. This magnitude o f  flux is supported by surface 
water discharge measurements that showed an increase o f approximately 1 Ocfs over 
2600ft o f  stream indicating a net flux (qn) o f  5 .15 ft^/ft^d (Figure 20). The discrepancy 
between qv and q„ could be explained by one or more factors, q» is measured over a much 
larger scale than qv, thus integrating more variability into the measurement. The qv 
analysis is based on discrete points adjacent to the creek and is inherently limited because 
it assumes simplistic 1-D vertical seepage (Fryar et al., 2000).
Continuous water level data from M3 2 show diurnal groundwater fluctuations 
that are also present in Spring Creek (Figure 10). The amplitude o f  surface water 
fluctuations is significantly less than those observed in groundwater (M32) and a lag time 
o f  approximately 0.5 d exists. Previous studies suggest phreatophytic use as the driver o f 
similar water table fluctuations (White, 1932; Robinson, 1958; Meyboom, 1967; 
Rosenberry and Winter, 1997). The proximity o f the water table to land surface (<2ft 
bgs), time o f year, the abundance o f plants at this site, and the strong upward gradients 
seen in the upper portion o f the aquifer during the growing season support phreatophytic 
use as the cause o f these fluctuations.
Despite the similarity between groundwater and surface water diurnal 
fluctuations, the overall trends in water surface elevations are negatively correlated over 
most o f the observation period. These overall trends are also observed in other wells and 
surface water stage measurements (Figure 8). This suggests that even though 
groundwater and surface water are interacting through the instrumented reach, its more 
significant upstream spring source is controlling flows in Spring Creek.
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Groundwater discharge to streams is spatially variable and depends on a number 
o f conditions at several scales. Factors that influence this spatial variability include (1) 
position o f stream reach relative to groundwater flow direction (Vorblesky, 2000; 
Woessner, 2000); (2) channel gradient patterns (e.g., riffle-pool sequences) (Harvey and 
Bencala, 1993; W oessner, 2000); (3) small-scale geomorphic features in streambeds 
(Savant et al., 1987; Packman and Brooks, 2001); and (4) heterogenieties in the 
streambed (Conant, 2000; Vorblesky, 2000).
The vertical head distributions acquired from multi-port wells and piezometer 
nests in the transect wells (M P01-M P03, RPN1-RPN4, SPN7, WSPN3, W PN l, and 
WPN2) show the influence o f  Spring Creek on the groundwater flow system. Although 
Spring Creek is clearly gaining, it does not form an extensive hydraulic barrier forcing 
deep groundwater to discharge to the creek. In fact, based on the head distributions from 
May 16, 2002 and July 16, 2002 (Figure 11 and Figure 12; Table 5), only shallow 
groundwater (<20 ft bgs) discharges to Spring Creek. Deeper groundwater bypasses the 
creek and continues flowing to the west. The strong upward gradients observed in the 
July 16, 2002 monitoring event is mostly related to phreatophytic use.
This type o f  complex flow system is expected when the regional water table 
gradient is superimposed on the local gradients surrounding a gaining stream (Zheng et 
al., 1988). Topographic m aps show that the ground surface in this area slopes to the 
west. Assuming the water table mimics surface topography (Paige, 1936) a regional 
water table gradient to the west is reasonable.
Numerical modeling results support this interpretation o f the groundwater flow 
system. Particle tracking shows flow system boundaries similar to those interpreted from
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observed heads. Groundwater in the upper 20 ft o f  the aquifer discharges to Spring Creek 
while deeper groundwater continues flowing west. A groundwater divide is present 
approximately 5 ft west o f  WPN2. The calibrated, model-derived flux to the stream (qm 
= 0.34 ft/d) is approximately one order o f  magnitude less than q„ (5.15 ft/d) (Figure 20, 
Table 9). However, it is within the range o f qv values calculated from stream mini­
piezometer gradients and streambed conductivity estimates (0.05 to 2.34 ft/d). Thus, the 
numerical model is a reasonable representation o f the physical system and it supports the 
conceptual model developed from the interpretation o f field data.
4.2. Investigation of MTBE presence at depth
MTBE concentrations from MPOl, MP02 and MP03 provide a vertical 
contaminant distribution along the main axis o f the plume to a depth o f 72 ft bgs east o f 
Spring Creek. Every sampling port has contained measurable concentrations o f MTBE 
since installation in June 2001 (MSE-HKM, 2002), including those finished in the deep 
clay layer (Figure 2 and Figure 3). The presence o f  MTBE in these ports does not make 
intuitive sense based on field and numerically generated head data, hydraulic properties 
corresponding to the observed site lithology, the nature o f MTBE and the light, non- 
aqueous phase liquid (LNAPL)-source. As the ffee-product gasoline plume, an LNAPL, 
is the source for the dissolved plume, and MTBE itself is lighter than water (specific 
gravity less than 1 ) downward gradients are required to move dissolved MTBE to the 
depths observed in the deep multiport wells (Landmeyer et al., 1998; Woodward and 
Sloan, 2001). However, overall gradients between the water table and sampling ports are 
all upward (Table 10). In some cases local gradients between sampling ports show
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downward gradients. In MPOl downward gradients exist between a range 25 and 64 ft 
bgs during the period o f record. If  MTBE is transported to a depth o f 25 ft bgs by local 
gradients near the source area, it would be influenced by these gradients and transported 
towards the fine sand/clay interface. Assuming a vertical hydraulic conductivity o f 10 
ft/d in the fine sand, an effective porosity o f 0.35 and using the average downward 
gradient from MPOl over the period of record (0.0089), the mean vertical advective 
transport time for water to move from 25 to 72 ft bgs is 185 d. It is therefore conceivable 
that MTBE could be transported to the observed depths. Two factors could then control 
MTBE movement into and within the clay: (1) advection and (2) diffusion. There is a 
persistent upward gradient between 64 and 72 ft bgs across the interface between the fine 
sand and clay layers. This should prevent advective transport o f MTBE into the clay. If 
advective transport from the fine sand into the clay is extremely small, MTBE could 
possibly diffuse into the clay. Assuming a constant source o f solute in the overlying fine 
sand, diffusion can be described by the following analytical solution provided by Crank 
(1956) described in Fetter (1999)
Ci(z,t)=Coerfc(z/(2(D*t)''^))
Where C is solute concentration, D* is the effective diffusion coefficient defined as the 
molecular diffusion coefficient in water multiplied by a tortuosity-related coefficient, Cj 
is the concentration at distance z from the source at time t, and Co is the initial 
concentration which remains constant.
Using a conservative estimate for tortuosity (T=0.5) (Freeze and Cherry, 1979), a 
MTBE molecular diffusion coefficient o f  1.05x10'^ (EPA, 1994), vertical travel distance 
of 10 ft (approximate distance between the fine sand-clay interface and the MPOl port at
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72 ft bgs), and assuming initial MTBE concentrations o f 1000 jxg/L in the fine sand and 0 
Mg/L in the clay an estimate o f the transport time required to move mass to the observed 
depths can be attained. Under these conservative conditions (and ignoring the opposing 
advective flow vector), a travel time o f approximately 60 years is required to bring 
MTBE concentrations to the approximate observed concentration at 72 ft bgs in MPOl 
(562 pg/L). I f  MTBE was present in the clay, model particle tracking analyses suggests 
advective transport rates o f  less than 1 ft/yr.
These factors make the MTBE presence in the clay layer-groundwater suspect. 
Other possible explanations o f  MTBE concentrations observed in the clay layer include: 
(1) presence o f  fractures or discontinuities that enhance MTBE transport in the clay; (2) 
bentonite seals used to isolate sampling ports were inadvertently contaminated when 
bentonite was emplaced; (3) MTBE diffused through Solinst CMT yielding sample 
concentrations unrepresentative o f groundwater; (4) hydraulic communication between 
ports has occurred due to insufficient sealing; and (5) introduction o f MTBE to clean 
groundwater below the plume during drilling.
Field and laboratory tracer studies have shown that fractures present in low K 
sediments greatly increase transport velocities o f contaminants (Hinsby et al., 1996; 
McKay et al., 1998). Fractures in the clay layer at the Ronan MTBE site could explain 
the concentrations found within the clay layer in MPOl, MP02 and MP03, at 72, 62 and 
57 ft bgs, respectively. However, fractures were not observed in core samples taken 
during multiport well installation. A small diameter piezometer was installed on October 
2, 2002 near MP03 at a depth 44 ft bgs (presumably within the clay) to attempt an 
independent sampling o f  deep groundwater near MP03. Unfortunately, potentially
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impacted groundwater flowed into the hollow, flush-coupled drill rod during drilling. A 
sample collected on October 17, 2002 contained 13 pg/L o f M TBE compared to 60 pg/L 
reported for the MP03 port at 57 ft bgs. Although borehole contamination was likely 
during the installation o f this piezometer, when a sample was taken on October 17, 2002, 
the piezometer had only recovered approximately 27 ft (approximately 70% compared to 
the static water level in M P03) since installation. Using this recovery data and the 
Bouwer and Rice M ethod, a K on the order o f 2x10'^ ft/d, in the range o f clay (Freeze and 
Cherry, 1979), was estimated. If  fractures are controlling flow and transport, a higher 
hydraulic conductivity would be expected.
In a study by Remenda and van der Kamp (1997) bromide-tagged bentonite seal 
was used as sealing material in monitoring wells installed in low K materials (clayey 
tills). The bentonite was shown to be the source o f significant bromide concentrations in 
groimdwater samples over the 6-year study period. Coated bentonite pellets containing 
isopropyl alcohol were used in the installation o f MPOl, MP02 and MP03 at the Ronan 
MTBE Site (MSE-HKM, 2002). Although these coatings do not contain MTBE from 
manufacturing, it is likely that MTBE-contaminated water present in the annular space 
was in contact with the pellets as the coatings dissolved and the bentonite saturated. If 
this is the case, the bentonite seals could contain MTBE and contribute to concentrations 
observed in the deep clay layer. However, sorption o f M TBE to clays is expected 
(Conklin, 2002) which could retard MTBE release from the bentonite. In higher K 
sediments this problem is overcome by purging the well sufficiently to obtain a 
representative groundwater sample. However, in low K sediments, sufficient purging o f
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the well and the surrounding formation is more difficult (Remenda and van der Kamp, 
1997).
Volatile organic compounds (including gasoline) have been shown to permeate 
polyethylene (PE) pipe in subsurface environments on the scale o f weeks (Lee and 
Kelleher, 1984; Vonk, 1985). MPOl, MP02 and MP03 are constructed from Solinst 
Continuous Multiport Tubing (CMT) made o f PE and consisting o f  seven channels, 
separated by PE septa, in one 1.7 in-diameter casing (Figure 21). A recent study cites 
diffusion o f VOCs from adjacent channels or directly from the plume as a significant 
potential bias in the CM T system (Einarson and Cherry, 2002). The study, however, does 
not indicate the susceptibility o f CMT to MTBE diffusion. To examine this possibility, a 
laboratory test was perform ed to determine if  Solinst CMT is susceptible to MTBE 
diffusion, thus biasing M TBE samples at the Ronan MTBE Site.
Two, 4 ft sections o f  Solinst CMT were prepared on September 14, 2002 using 
the same methods and m aterials as in the field installation (Figure 21). The CMT was 
sealed at the bottom by drilling a 0.25 in hole 1.5 in from the bottom in each channel. A 
foam earplug (the same brand used in the field) was placed in each channel below the 
0.25 in hole. Hot glue (using the same hot glue and hot glue gun used in the field) was 
then injected through each 0.25 in hole (above the earplug) filling each channel with 
approximately 1 in o f glue above the earplug, thus sealing o ff the drilled hole. Hot glue 
was also injected below each earplug from the bottom o f  the CMT. Two holes, 0.14 and 
0.11 in, were drilled in each channel near the top o f the CMT at 0.5 and 1 in from the top, 
respectively. The top o f  the CM T was then sealed o ff with hot glue. 0.125 in 
polypropylene tubing connectors were inserted into each o f  the bottom (0.11 in) holes
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and 0.125 by 0.05 in polypropylene tubing connectors were inserted into each o f the top 
(0.14 in) holes. A seal between the CMT and polypropylene tubing connectors was 
ensured with hot glue. 1 ft by 0.125 in I.D. non-toxic, FDA vinyl tubing was attached to 
each polypropylene tubing connector. Each channel was rinsed with Mili-Q water (Mili- 
Q) then filled with Mili-Q by pumping it into the lower o f  the two vinyl tubes while the 
upper tube served as a vent. When each channel was filled and headspace minimized, the 
tubes were clamped and the ends were wrapped in plastic. W hen all channels in both 
sections CMTs were filled, a channel in one o f the sections o f CMT (experiment CMT) 
was spiked with 1.22 pL o f MTBE creating a 5000 pg/L MTBE solution. The second 
section o f  CM T was used as a control (control CMT). The two CMTs were stored 
approximately 12 ft apart in a dark, walk-in refrigerator at 10 ®C. After 47 days four 
channels were sampled in the following order. One channel in the control CMT 
(Control-1) was sampled followed by the two channels in the experiment CMT adjacent 
to the spiked channel (EXP-2 and EXP-6), and finally the spiked channel in the 
experiment CMT (EXP-spike). The samples were analyzed for MTBE using EPA 
Method SW8021B by Energy Laboratories, Inc. in Helena, MT (detection limit o f 1 
pg/L). EXP-spike, EXP-2 and EXP-6 contained 1950, 18 and 3.6 pg/L MTBE, 
respectively. Control-1 contained no measurable MTBE. These data suggest MTBE 
diffused through the PE septa o f  the CMT resulting in cross-contamination o f clean 
channels. The discrepency between injected mass and mass recovered from during 
sampling could be attributed to MTBE sorption to the PE casing (Einarson and Cherry, 
2002), existence o f  M TBE in channels not sampled, or MTBE degradation.
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Because nine o f  the sampling ports in MPOl, MP02 and MP03 are below 30 ft 
bgs, they cannot be adequately purged with the peristaltic pump. As this was the 
sampling methodology applied to these wells, it is possible that purging did not remove 
the contaminated water (Kuhn, 2002). As a result, unrepresentative samples may have 
been collected (Einarson and Cherry, 2002).
Another potential pathway for MTBE cross-contamination is through hydraulic 
connection between sampling ports resulting fi-om an insufficient seal. To test this two 
pumping tests were performed at MP03 on September 23, 2002. Static water levels were 
measured in all ports and the port screened at 22 ft bgs was pumped dry. Following 
pumping, water levels in all other ports were measured and differences were calculated 
(Table 11). Zero drawdown was measured in the port screened at 57 ft bgs. A drawdown 
o f  0.07 ft was measured in the port screened at 32 ft bgs, indicating a possible hydraulic 
connection between the two ports. The port screened at 10 ft bgs showed a 0.01 ft 
increase in water level. A similar result was noted during the second pumping test when 
water was removed from the port screened at 10 ft bgs. During this test, the water level 
in the port screened at 57 ft bgs increased by 0.02 ft. From these tests, a hydraulic 
connection between ports at 32 and 22 ft bgs could exist causing cross contamination.
The increase in water levels observed could be due to compression o f the casing after 
removing water from another port. The increase, however, does not indicate a hydraulic 
connection between ports.
W hen drilling through a contaminated zone with a hollow-stem auger (as done at 
the site), there is the potential for contaminants to move vertically through the borehole to 
unimpacted groundwater zones. However, identification o f this problem is difficult in
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field settings (Hackett, 1987). If  drilling did in fact move contamination to depth at the 
Ronan MTBE Site, MTBE would have diffused from the borehole into the clean, 
relatively immobile pore water in the clay layer. After well completion, MTBE would 
most likely slowly diffuse back into borehole after purging (McKay et al., 1998). If  this 
were the case, MTBE concentrations from the ports screened in the clay should slowly 
decline over time. However, only the port screened at 62 ft bgs in MP02 shows an 
overall decreasing trend (Table 4.4).
4.3. MTBE-Plume behavior and stream interactions
The MTBE plume boundaries near Spring Creek are not well defined. In plan- 
view, the southern extent o f the plume is unknown and the western extent has been 
assumed to be Spring Creek. Previous to this study, no MTBE has been detected in the 
creek due to suspected dilution (MSE-HKM, 2002). The apparent lack of down-valley 
flow refraction (Figure 7) and the relatively low MTBE concentrations observed in M l4 
(Figure 15, Table 7) suggest the plume does not extend much further south than M14.
The fate o f  MTBE near Spring Creek may be explained by one or more o f the 
following processes: ( I )  plume discharge to Spring Creek and subsequent dilution in 
surface water; (2) transport o f the plume underneath spring creek; (3) sorption o f MTBE 
to aquifer m aterials near the creek; and (4) degradation o f MTBE.
Previous to this study, the vertical contaminant distribution near Spring Creek was 
not characterized. The vertical profile o f  the plume from the April 5-7, 2002 sampling 
event provides vertical characterization o f  the plume near the creek (Figure 16).
However, the vertical extent o f the plume near the creek is not defined. If  it is assumed
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that the observed MTBE distribution derived from sampling the shallow piezometers 
characterizes the plume (and the observed concentrations in MPOl, MP02 and MP03 are, 
in fact, erroneous), then the majority o f the plume appears to occupy only the upper 
portion o f  the aquifer (<20ft bgs). Hydraulic head data and modeling results suggest 
MTBE in this portion o f the aquifer will discharge to Spring Creek. However, if  MTBE 
is present at greater depths, as observed in MPOl, MP02 and MP03, it is expected to 
bypass Spring Creek emd continue moving west.
Near the creek the plume seems to be controlled by a preferential flow zone 
approximately 3-5 ft bgs. Comparison o f vertical contaminant distributions in 
piezometer/well pairs NP2/M13 and RPN3/M19 shows a relationship contrary to the 
expected well screen-concentration averaging (Robbins, 1989; Martin-Hayden and 
Robbins, 1997). Concentrations from the discrete sampling points in the piezometers 
show lower concentrations than the adjacent well screens in both cases (NP2/M13 and 
RPN3/M19). This suggests the presence o f  a highly concentrated portion o f the plume 
intersected by the well screens that the piezometers “miss”. The shallow port in RPN2 
was finished within a thin (2-4 in) gravel layer and shows the highest concentration of 
any sample in the vicinity o f the creek. This gravel layer (and/or other heterogeneities) 
seems to be controlling groundwater flow and a significant portion o f MTBE transport in 
the upper portion o f the aquifer near Spring Creek. It is reasonable that localized 
preferential flow zones, such the observed gravel layer at RPN2, intersect the well 
screens at M13 and M l9 and are not detected in NP2 and RPN3 resulting in higher 
observed concentrations in wells than piezometers.
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Although M TBE concentrations decrease rapidly near Spring Creek, MTBE was 
detected in groundwater adjacent to the streambed in SPN7 to a depth o f 7 ft bgs. As 
supported by hydraulic head data, MTBE in the shallow subsurface is discharging to 
Spring Creek. It is not surprising, however, that detectable levels o f MTBE were not 
found in the creek due to dilution in clean surface water. Using conservative estimates o f 
groundwater discharge to the stream (Q =2.02xl0‘̂ ft^/d based on the average stream mini­
piezometer gradient from May 16, 2002 (0.23), a hydraulic conductivity o f 10 ft/d, and a 
streambed area o f 8640 fP), assuming a MTBE concentration o f  10 pg/L (similar to 
concentrations observed in SPN7) in groundwater near the streambed and a surface water 
discharge o f  3 Ocfs, M TBE concentration in surface water are expected to be 8x10'^ pg/L 
after dilution. This is well below the 1.0 pg/L detection limit.
The MTBE distribution near Spring Creek from the October 2-5, 2002 sampling 
event is similar to the April 5-7, sampling event (Figure 17). This sampling event, 
however, showed increased levels o f MTBE at nearly every sampling location east o f the 
creek and low levels o f  MTBE were detected in surface water (1.5 pg/L). Assuming a 
groundwater M TBE concentration o f 20 pg/L (similar to concentrations observed at 
SPN7), the above dilution calculation increases the expected surface water MTBE 
concentration to 1.6x10'' pg/L, approximately one order o f  magnitude less than the 
observed concentration. Despite using conservative estimates in the dilution calculation, 
it is an underestimation o f  the concentration observed in Spring Creek. This discrepancy 
could be due to localized preferential flow zones in the streambed controlling transport o f 
higher concentrations o f  M TBE to the surface water (Conant, 2000) (see Streambed 
Heterogeneity).
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If  contamination exists on the east side o f Spring Creek at elevations below 
approximately 3010 ft as observed in MP03, head interpretation and modeling suggest it 
will be transported beneath Spring Creek. Three deep monitoring wells on the west side 
o f Spring Creek (MW6, MW 7 and MW8 at 48, 30 and 30ft bgs, respectively) were 
sampled on October 2, 2002. No MTBE was detected in these or any other wells west o f 
the creek indicating that the plume has either been attenuated at these locations by 
dispersion or degradation processes, has not yet reached these sampling locations, or is 
not present at the depths shown in MPOl, MP02 and MP03.
Although MTBE is not as likely to sorb to aquifer m aterials as other hydrocarbons 
associated with gasoline spills (i.e., BTEX) (Keller et al., 2000), sorption o f MTBE 
increases with increasing organic carbon in the subsurface (Squillace et al., 1996; 
Conklin, 2002). Because the upper part o f the aquifer near the creek is in contact with 
plant material, elevated organic carbon is expected in the upper portion o f the aquifer. 
Three soil samples near RPN2, RPN l and RPN4 were taken at approximately 3 to 4 ft 
bgs to determine if  sorption plays a role in the attenuation o f MTBE near the creek. No 
MTBE was detected in any o f the samples indicating that the decrease in MTBE 
concentrations near the creek is due to dispersion or degradation processes rather than 
sorption.
Streambed heterogeneity
W here significant differences in groundwater and surface water temperature exist, 
temperature monitoring o f the streambed can be useful in delineating zones o f 
groundwater discharge (Hendricks and White, 1991; Constantz, 1998).
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An attempt was made to delineate groundwater discharge zones in Spring Creek using 
temperature methods at the Ronan MTBE Site on July 11, 2002 and October 30, 2002.
The temperature differences observed five feet from the east bank on July 11, 
2002 and six feet from the east bank on October 30, 2002 at transect 5 suggest a localized 
zone o f groundwater inputs similar to the high flow or short circuit flow conditions 
described by Conant (2000) (Figure 19). Temperature differences indicate that 
groundwater discharge seems to decrease near each bank and increase towards the center 
o f the channel at this transect. Temperature differences from July 11, 2002 and October 
30, 2002 at transect 9 show a very different pattern. High temperature differences were 
measured near each bank suggesting increasing groundwater discharge toward the edges.
These differing temperature patterns in transects 5 and 9 are a reflection of 
heterogeneity in the streambed. The character o f the streambed sediments at each 
transect was different as well. Transect 5 consisted o f  soft, clay to silt-size material to a 
depth o f approximately 1.5 ft. Transect 9 consisted o f a  nearly impenetrable mixture o f 
gravel, silt and clay.
The streambed temperature data suggest that Spring Creek has a heterogeneous 
streambed with zones o f localized groundwater discharge. These heterogeneities could 
play significant rolls in the interaction between groundwater and surface water and the 
transport and fate o f M TBE in the system (Conant, 2000; Vorblesky, 2000). However, 
streambed samples taken from temperature transects 5 and 9 containing no detectable 
MTBE indicate that localized transport at these locations is not occurring.
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4.4. Evidence of anaerobic biodégradation
Several samples taken on October 5, 2002 contained tert-b\xXy\ alcohol (TEA) 
(Figure 18, Table 7). Microcosm and field studies have shown TEA  to be intermediate or 
stable end product in aerobic and anaerobic M TEE biodégradation (W ilson et al, 2000; 
Finneran and Lovely, 2001; Finneran et al., 2001; Thompson, 2001). The presence of 
TEA suggests biodégradation o f MTBE is occurring at the site. Degradation could be 
driven by native M TEE degraders present at the site (Kern et al. 2002) or the introduced 
degrader, PM l (Stavnes et al., 2002).
Breakthrough curves (ETCs) for M l3, M l7, M IS, and M19 (Figure 22) show 
possible effects o f the EPA EioNet study on M TEE concentrations. Injection o f P M l, 
nutrients and oxygen began in October 2000. M l8 and M l3 are immediately upgradient 
o f E ioN etsl-4 and BioNets5-7, respectively. M l7 and M l9 are approximately 312 and 
96 ft downgradient from the E ioN etsl-4  and EioNets5-7, respectively. After injection of 
P M l, nutrients and oxygen began (in October 2000), M TEE concentrations decreased in 
M l8 and the rate o f  increasing M TEE concentrations in M l 7 decreased. It is possible 
that the decreased slope in the M l 7 ETC is a result o f  increased M TBE biodégradation 
from the injection. However, decreased concentrations in M l8 (upgradient from 
E ioN etsl-4) indicate that M TEE reductions could be due to other controlling factors. 
M TEE concentrations in M l9 increased gradually following injection. M TEE 
concentrations in M13 (upgradient o f EioNets 5-7) also showed a gradual increase until 
July 10, 2001 when decreased concentrations were observed. M TEE concentrations vary 
with time in M l3 and M l9 and seem to follow water level trends (Figure 23). Post­
injection water level trends are similar to post-injection M TEE concentration trends.
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Therefore, it seems that changes in post-injection M TBE concentrations are associated 
with water level change and the effects o f the BioNet study are not apparent at this 
location.
Biodégradation within dissolved hydrocarbon plumes is thermodynamically 
defined and follows a reaction hierarchy discussed by Finneran et al (2001). Oxygen is 
depleted first resulting in anaerobic conditions. In the absence o f  oxygen, the next most 
favorable electron acceptor is nitrate followed by ferric iron, then sulfate. In the absence 
o f these electron acceptors, methanogenesis occurs resulting in MTBE degradation and 
the production o f  methane.
Geochemical data suggest the MTBE plume at the Ronan MTBE Site is 
anaerobic. Depleted dissolved oxygen and nitrate within the plume are indicative o f 
MTBE oxidation (Figure 24, Table 12). A slight rise in nitrate concentrations in M19 
suggests nitrate is a viable electron acceptor at or near the leading edge o f  the plume. No 
geochemical indicator data were collected downgradient o f M l9. Background 
concentrations o f  ferric iron are below the detection limit in all unimpacted wells (M l 1, 
M31 and M32). Therefore, ferric iron is not considered an important electron acceptor at 
this site. Sulfate concentrations seem to increase from background levels to those 
observed within the middle portion o f the plume (M l 7 and M l 8). However, observed 
sulfate concentrations in other unimpacted wells (M31 and M3 2) are more similar to 
those observed in M l7 and M IS (ranging from 23.5 to 57 mg/L from 2001 to 2002) 
indicating no significant change from background levels in the middle portion o f  the 
plume. Nevertheless, the presence o f  sulfate in the middle portion o f  the plume suggests 
biodégradation is not occurring via sulfate reducing processes. However, a decrease in
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sulfate concentrations in M l 3 followed by an increase in sulfate concentrations in M l9 
(similar to nitrate) suggests sulfate may be acting as an electron acceptor in the oxidation 
o f MTBE in the downgradient portion o f  the plume. Although sulfate reduction is a 
proposed mechanism o f anaerobic degradation o f MTBE, it has not been studied 
extensively (Finneran et al., 2001). Methane concentrations are low in background wells 
and throughout the majority o f the plume. However, methane concentrations in M19 
increase significantly suggesting MTBE degradation by methanogenic processes.
Typically, methanogenic processes occur (and methane is observed) near the 
source area where electron acceptors for more favorable oxidation reactions have been 
depleted. The lack o f  apparent methanogenesis in the upgradient portion o f the plume at 
this site could be attributed to toxic effects o f high concentrations o f BTEX and MTBE. 
Laboratory studies by Finneran and Lovely (2001) showed MTBE degradation via 
oxidation and methonogenesis in anaerobic sediments. In their study, M TBE was 
degraded in amended sediments with ferric iron as an electron acceptor. In unammended 
sediments, MTBE and TBA were completely degraded by methanogenesis. Kolhatkar et 
al (2000) showed a correlation between geochemical indicators within anaerobic plumes 
and biodégradation o f MTBE. They observed MTBE and TBA biodégradation only in 
methanogenic plumes (methane concentrations greater than 0.5 mg/L).
While aerobic biodégradation is most likely occurring at the plum e’s fringes, the 
TBA detected in groundwater at the Ronan MTBE Site is probably the result o f  anaerobic 
biodégradation o f MTBE. Apparent methane production in the downgradient portion of 
the plume and results from previous studies (Kolhatkar et al., 2000; Finneran and Lovely, 
2001, Chapelle et al., 2002) suggest methanogenesis as the dominant process in MTBE
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biodégradation at the site. Observed increases in M TBE concentrations over the course 
o f this study suggest that although biodégradation processes are occurring, they are not 
capable o f  completely attenuating the plume under current conditions.
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MPOl 7/24/2001 9/25/2001 3/6/2002 5/22/2002
Overall Ah/Az (water table to 72') 0.0036 0.0040 0.0027 0.0042
Overall Ah/Az (water table to 64') -0.0053 0.0037 0.0031 0.0041
Oierall Ah/Az (water table to 53') 0.0007 0.0049 0.0035 0,0059
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MP02 7/10/2001 9/25/2001 3/5/2002 5/22/2002
Overall Ah/Az (water table to 62) 0.0101 0.0289 0.0192 0.0230
Overall Ati/AZ (water table to 50') 0.0035 0.0144 0.0124 0.0159
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Overall Ah/Az (water table to 57') 0.0089 0.0069 0.0035 0.0043
Overall Ah/Az (water table to 32') 0.0167 0.0051 0.0061 0.0042
Overall Ah/Az (water table to 22') 0.0272 0.0103 0.0112 0,0094
Overall aWaz (water table to 10') 0.1323 0.0567 0.0594 0.0470
Ah/Az (awater table to 27') 0.1323 0.0567 0.0594 0,0470
Ah/AZ (27' to 37') -0.0058 -0.0033 -0.0050 -0.0033
Ah/Az (37' to 50) 0.0000 -0.0030 -0.0020 -0.0040
Ah/AZ (50' to 62') 0.0008 0.0088 0.0008 0.0044
Table 10. Hydraulic gradients for MPOl, MP02 and MP03 (MSE-HKM, 2002). Positive gradients 
indicate upward flow.
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MTBE (^g/L)
7/10/2001 ND 2350 5410 2090 547
3/5/2002 ND NM 6940 931 628
Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L)
7/10/2001 4.5 3,52 0.55 3.41 2.68
3/5/2002 6,88 NM 0.62 0.46 0.5
Nitrate (mg/L)
6/15/1999 0.41 0,63 0.52 0 0.1
7/10/2001 0,57 0.42 0.1 0.07 0.97
3/5/2002 0.38 NM ND ND 0.07
Ferric iron (mg/L)
6/15/1999 ND ND ND ND 0.06
7/10/2001 ND 0.23 ND ND ND
3/5/2002 NO NM 0.057 ND ND
Sulfate (mg/L)
6/15/1999 17 10 49 25 20
7/10/2001 8.4 6.6 25.1 5.4 11.5
3/5/2002 5 NM 32 16 21
Methane (mg/L)
6/15/1999 0.0221 0.0104 0.007 0.0093 0.0849
7/10/2001 0.0016 0.0111 0.0019 0.22
3/5/2002 1780 1348.8 916.8 196.8 81.6
Hydrogen (nM)
6/15/1999 57.54 85.11 53.70 42.66 52.48
7/10/2001 36.31 70,79 69.18 30.20 56.23
3/5/2002 30.90 NM 14.13 13.80 77.62
Table 12. Geochemical indicators from selected wells (MSE-HKM, 2002).
5.0. Conclusions
The floodplain aquifer and Spring Creek are connected at the Ronan MTBE Site. 
The stream is gaining throughout the study site over the entire study period. Estimates o f 
groundwater flux to the stream derived from Darcy’s Law and a synoptic survey were 0.5 
to 2.34 ft^/ft^d and 5 .1 5  ft^/ft^d, respectively. Hydraulic head data from wells near the 
creek suggest down-valley flow refraction does not occur in this system. Head data from 
a piezometer transect in the floodplain indicate shallow groundwater (<20ft bgs) 
discharges to the creek whereas the deeper portion o f groundwater flow continues to flow 
west with the regional gradient. A  2-D, steady state, numerical simulation supported the 
interpretation o f the groundwater flow system and the field derived estimates o f flux to 
the creek. The model-generated flux to the creek was 0.34 fr^/fl^d.
MTBE was detected at 72, 62 and 57 ft bgs in MPOl, MP02 and MP03, 
respectively. MTBE presence at these depths does not make intuitive sense based on 
observed hydraulic gradients, slug tests results, numerical modeling and observed aquifer 
lithology. A laboratory test indicates the susceptibility o f  Solinst GMT polyethylene 
casing to MTBE diffusion. Because sampling ports are not sufficiently purged during 
sampling by DEQ contractors, direct diffusion from the plume or diffusion from 
contaminated to clean channels could be responsible for the observed concentrations at 
depth i f  die measured values are unrepresentative o f  site conditions.
Near Spring Creek MTBE concentrations increased during the study period 
indicating that the plume is not at steady state. Transport in the floodplain aquifer seems 
to be affected by heterogeneities and preferential flow paths. The plume appears to be 
discharging to the creek and is subsequently diluted in the surface water to concentrations
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below standard detection limits. Previous to this study, no MTBE has been found in the 
creek. However, in October 2002, low levels o f MTBE were detected in the creek (1.5 
mg/L) verifying the interaction between the MTBE-plume and Spring Creek. An attempt 
was made to delineate preferential groundwater flow paths through the streambed using 
temperature methods. However, groundwater sampled from the groundwater-stream 
interface in expected discharge zones contained no detectable levels o f MTBE. No 
MTBE was detected west o f  the creek, further suggesting MTBE is not being transported 
beyond the creek.
Anaerobic biodégradation appears to be occurring within the plume. TBA, a 
known breakdown product o f  MTBE was detected in a well and piezometers near Spring 
Creek in October 2002. TBA presence and geochemical trends (dissolved oxygen, 
nitrate, sulfate, methane, and hydrogen) suggest anaerobic degradation is attenuating the 
plume to some degree. However, due to observed increases in MTBE concentrations, 
anaerobic degradation is not capable o f complete attenuation under current conditions.
Future work should include characterization o f the vertical extent o f the plume 
near Spring Creek. A  transect o f piezometer nests or multiport samplers should also be 
•installed perpendicular to the plume axis (parallel to the creek) to acquire a three 
dimensional plume characterization near the groundwater-stream interface. MTBE 
transport at the groundwater-stream interface is still not well defined. More detailed 
temperature mapping o f  the streambed in the plume discharge area followed by more 
complete water quality sampling with diffusion samplers should be carried out. The 
presence o f naturally occurring anaerobic M TBE-degrader should be verified and 
anaerobic remedial strategies should be investigated.
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Appendix A -  Site Instrumentation
The Montana Department o f Environmental Quality (DEQ), the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and the University o f M ontana (UM) have 
instrumented the Ronan MTBE Site since 1995. This study installed monitoring devices 
from September 2001 to July 2002.
Wells with the prefix M and MP  were installed by the DEQ between 1995 and 
2001 to determine groundwater flow direction, water table elevation, aquifer material, 
and 3-D plume characterization. M-designated wells are traditional 4in diameter or 2in 
diameter PVC monitoring wells installed with a hollow-stem auger. These wells are 
screened across or near the water table with 5 to 20ft screens (Table A l). MP-designated 
wells are Solinst 1.7in Continuous multi-port tubing (CMT) wells. Each o f  these 
polyethylene wells has 6 separate ports allowing head and chemistry measurements to be 
made as deep as 72ft below ground surface (bgs) (HKM-MSE, 2002).
W ells installed by the EPA are designated in this report with the EPA prefix.
These are also standard 2in monitoring wells, however, drilling methodology and well 
log data for these wells were not available. Total depths were determined from 
measurement.
Wells designated with MW, NP, RPN, WPN, SPN, and WSPN  were installed as 
part o f this work between 9/01 and 9/02 (Table A l). MIT wells are lin  diameter and %in 
diameter PVC monitoring wells installed with a Geoprobe. These wells were screened by 
drilling approximately two, 0.3125in holes per inch o f pipe over a given interval. The 
holes were then covered with nylon mesh attached with stainless steel wire. Screened 
intervals vary from 1-ft to 5-ft (Table A l). In nearly all cases, the formation collapsed
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around the well screen below the water table. If  well screen was still exposed above the 
collapsed aquifer material, Colorado silica sand was added to cover the screen. The hole 
was then filled to the surface with Bent-Seal bentonite to seal the well.
NP, RPN  and WPN  wells are piezometer nests each containing 1 to 3 piezometers 
screened at different depths. The piezometers are CP VC and PVC pipe open at the 
bottom with 2 to 4, 0 .3125in holes drilled in the bottom inch o f pipe. The end o f the pipe 
was screened with nylon mesh and attached with stainless steel wire. The nests were 
installed with a Geoprobe or hand auger (Table A l)  and completed using the same 
methodology as M W  wells.
SPN  and WSPN  wells are stream mini-piezometer nests each containing two to 
four mini-piezometers screened at various depths (Table A l). Each piezometer is made 
of Viin diameter galvanized conduit except for SPN7, which is CPVC for sampling 
purposes. The electrical conduit piezometers were installed using the method described 
in Lee and Cherry (1978) and are open at the bottom. Silt has needed to be pumped 
periodically from the piezometers. SPN7 consists o f three, ‘Ain diameter CPVC 
piezometers screened identically to RPN, NP  and WPN. A piece o f  %in diameter 
electrical conduit was driven into the stream sediment in the same way as the other SPN  
and WSPN  piezometers. The CPVC pipe was then placed inside o f the conduit and held 
in place as the conduit was pulled back out. The formation collapsed around the well in 
all cases.
All wells installed by UM were developed by pumping all water and sediment out 
o f the well and allowing it to recover.
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Staff gauges were constructed from steel fence posts and stainless steel meter 
sticks. The fence posts were pounded into the stream sediment and a meter stick was 
attached with bailing wire.
Global Water pressure transducers/data loggers were installed at the bridge in 
spring creek and in M3 2. A stilling well was constructed from a 2in diameter PVC pipe 
with 2 small holes near the bottom. The pipe was attached to the bridge and the pressure 
transducer was installed.
All instruments were surveyed with a Leica TPS300 Basic Series Total Station 
using known well casing elevations as benchmarks. The elevation o f the top o f the 
casing, screened intervals and sample ports for all wells are reported relative to mean sea 
level.
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Table A l. Weil Description
Well T ype
Elev. T op of 
Casing (ft)
M6 Momtonng Well 3067 43
M I4 Monitoring Well 3037.91
M20 Momtonng Well 3039 24
M l 3 Momtonng Well 3045 04
MWI MoniUKing Well 3046 81
EPA 1 Momtonng Well 3042 53
EPA2 Momtonng Well 3045 27
MW2 Mmntcftng Well 3047.34
M 19 M(Wi:ionng Well 3036.09
M3I Momtonng Well 3066.03
M32 M omtonng Well 3042 08
MIO M omtonng Well 3052 95
M il McMutonng Well 3069 07
M l? Momtonng Well 3053 99
M I8 M omtonng Well 3066 83
M30 M omtonng Well 3051 74
M9 M omtonng Well 3053 94
MW3 Momtonng Well 3037 41
MW4 M omtonng Well 303951
MW5 M omtonng Well 3039,68
MW6 M omtonng Well 3 0 3 6 .7 4
MW7 M omtonng Well 3 0 3 4 ,8 7
MW8 Momtonng Well 3035 .51
SPl M cmtonng Well 3036 40
SP2 M tmitonng Well 3035.15
SG-I Staff Gauge 3034 80
SG-2 Staff G a u ^ 3033 96
SG-3 Staff Gauge 3033 54
N P l-I Piezometer 3045 01
N P l-2 Piezometer 3045 01
N P l-3 Piezometer 3045.37
NP2-I Piezometer 3043.75
NP2-2 Piezometer 3044 71
NP2-3 Piezometer 3044 70
NP3-I Piezometer 3045 24
NP3-2 Piezometer 3045 23
SPNl-1 Piezometer 3034 43
SPN 1-2 PKZometer 3035 16
SPN 1-3 Piezometer 3034 50
SPN2-1 Piezometer 3035.17
SPN2-2 Piezometer 3034.54
SPN2-3 Piezometer 3034 67
SPN3‘ I Piezometer 3034 31
SPN 3-2 Piezometer 3033 69
SPN3-3 l^zom etcr 3033.97
SPN3-4 Piezometer 3033.25
SPN4-1 Piezometer 3033 90
S P N 4 2 Piezometer 3033 30
SPN4-3 Piezometer 3033 29
SPN5-1 Piezometer 3034 85
SPN5-2 Piezometer 3034 20
S P N 5 3 Piezometer 3034.13
SPN6-1 Piezometer 3033 83
SPN6-2 Mezometer 3033.35
SPN6-3 Piezometer 3033 36
SPN7-I Piezometer 3035.82
SPN7-2 Piezometer 3037 95
SPN7-3 Piezometer 3038 03
W SPN l-1 Piezometer 3034 12
W SPN 1-2 Piezometer 3033.93
W SPN2-1 Piezometer 3034 46
W SPN2-2 Piezometer 3033 96
WSPN3-1 Piezometer 3034.13
WSPN3-2 Piezometer 3034 46
WSPN4-1 Piezometer 3034 19
WSPN4-2 Piezometer 3033.32
R P N I-l pKzometer 3035.45
RPN 1-2 Piezometer 3035 46
RPN2-1 Piezometer 3038 22
RPN2-2 Piezometer 3038.76
RPN3-I Piezometer 303795
RPN3-2 Piezometer 3037,18
RPN3-3 Piezometer 3037,07
RPN4-I Piezometer 3036 15
RPN4-2 Piezometer 3035,74
RPN4-3 Piezorrwxcr 3035.74
MPOl 1 CM T Tubing 3051 74
M POl-2 CM T Tubing 3051 74
MPOl-3 CM T Tubing 3051 74
MPOI-4 CM T Tubing 3051 74
M POl-5 CM T Tubing 3051 74
MP02-1 CM T Tubing 3054,63
MP02-2 CM T Tubing 3054 63
MP02-3 C M T Tubing 3054 63
MP02-4 CM T Tubing 3054.63
MP03*1 CM T Tubing 3045,27
MP03-2 CM T Tubing 3045 27
MP03-3 CM T Tubing 3045 27
MP03-4 CM T Tubing 3045 27
MP03-5 CM T Tubing 3045 27
M P03-6 CM T Tubing 3045.27
W PNl-1 piezometer 3037 57
W P N ].2 piezometer 3037.55
W PN 1-3 piezometer 3037.30
W PN2 piezometer 3035.78
Casing Length Screened in terval Elev. of Sam ple Port
(ft)(ft) (ft)
32 20
10 5
8 5
14 3 10
9 5 2
]7
5.25
25.4 
15 6 
15
24.5 
11
18.75
16.2
17
9
13
13
48
30
30
5
4
16
1!
20
20
16
n
20
13
3 83 
6 
10
5
6 
10
5
6 
10
4
5
5 98 
9  99 
5
5 96 
9.99
5
5.98 
9 9 2  
668
10 
13 25 
3 92
4.98
3.98
4.96 
4
5.96 
4
5 96 
7
3 
10
6 56 
10
6
4 
10 
6 
4 
25 
35 
53 
64 
72 
62 
50 
37 
27 
57 
32 
22  
22 
10 
10
8.58
12
20
6 9 5
-n o t available— 
—not available— 
2 
3 25 
10 
5 
10 
15 
5 10 
10 
10 
5 
5 
5 
3 
3 
3 
2 
I
0 0 8 3  
0 0 8 3  
0  083 
0083 
0083 
0083 
0083 
0083 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
0.083 
0,083 
0083 
(^>en end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
open end 
0.083 
0 083 
0  083 
0083 
0083 
0083 
0,083 
0.083 
0083  
0,083 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
0.25 
025 
0 2 5  
025 
025 
025 
025 
0.25 
0 25 
0 25 
0 2 5  
0,25 
0,083 
0083  
0,083 
0 083
3029.01
3034.01 
3025.37
3023 75 
3028.71 
3033 7
3025 24 
3032.23 
303060
3029 16 
30245
3030 17 
3028.54 
3024.67
3029.31 
3027 69 
3023.97 
3029.25
3028 9
3027.32 
3023.3 
3029.85 
302824
3024 14 
3028.83
3027 37 
3023.44
3029 14 
302? 945
3024 78 
3 0302  
3028,95 
3030,48
3029
3030 13
3028 5
3030 19 
3027.36 
3028 45 
3032 46
3028 22 
3032 2 
3027 95
3031 18 
3033.07
3026 15
3029 74
3031.74
3026 74
3016 74 
2998 74 
2987 74
2979.74
2992.63 
3004 63
3017.63
3027 63 
298827 
3013 27 
3023 27 
3023 27 
3035 27 
3035 27
3028 99
3025 55
3017 30 
3028 83
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T«bk Al» coatUtucd
Lmaimg
Wen
M 6 
M I4 
M20 
M I3 
M W I 
EPA 1 
EPA2 
MW2 
M19 
M3I 
M32 
MIO 
M i I 
M17 
MIK 
M30 
M9 
MW3 
MW4 
MW5 
MW6 
MW7 
MW8 
SPl 
SP2 
SG -l 
SO-2 
SC-3 
N P l- l 
N P l-2  
N PI-3 
NP2-I 
NP2-2 
NP2-3 
NP3-1 
NP3-2 
SPN J-I 
SPN I-2 
SPN I-3 
SPN2-I 
SPN2-2 
SPN2-3 
SPN3-I 
SPN3-2 
SPN 3-3 
SPN3-4 
SPN4-I 
SPN4-2 
SPN4-3 
SPN5-I 
SPN5-2 
SPN5-3 
SPN6-I 
SPN6-2 
SPN6-3 
SPN7.1 
SPN 7-2 
SPN7-3 
W S PN I-l 
W SPN 1-2 
WSPN2-1 
W SPN2-2 
WSPN3-1 
W SPN3-2 
W SPN4-I 
W SPN4-2 
R P N I-l 
RPN 1-2 
RPN2-I 
RPN 2-2 
RPN3-1 
RPN3-2 
RPN 3-3 
RPN4-1 
RPN4-2 
RPN4-3 
MPOl-1 
M POl-2 
M POl-3 
M PO M  
MPOI-5 
M P02-I 
MP02-2 
MP02-3 
MP02-4 
M P03-I 
MP03-2 
MP03-3 
MP03-4 
MP03-5 
MP03-6 
W PN I-I 
WPN 1-2 
WPN I-3 
W PN2
MMeriii
4*in PVC 
2-in PVC 
2-in PVC 
2-in PVC
1-in PVC
2-in PVC 
2-in PVC
Screen
MeteriiJ
0 02" PVC 
0 0 1 "  PVC 
0 02" PVC 
0  01" PVC 
n>'1on nwsh
InstalUdoA
io)low-5tcm auge
lollow'-slcm auge 
lollow-stcm augc 
lollow-stem augc 
geoprobe 
————riot available- 
 not available—
Pack/Seal
sand/bent.
sand/bent
sandAiciK
sand/bcnt
natural/bcnt
Date tnstalled
5/19/1995
4/22/1997
8/25/1998
11/8/1996
9/20/2001
I n s t a l l e r
DEQ
DEQ
DEQ
DEQ
UM
EPA
EPA
l-in PVC nylon mesh geoprobe natural/bent 9/20/2001 UM
2-m PVC 0.02" PVC lollow-stem augc sand/bem 8/25/1998 DEQ
2-m PVC o . o r  PVC loHow-stem auge sand/bent. 6/29/2001 DEQ
2-in PVC o . o r  PVC i(Wlow-stem auge sand/bem. 6/30/2001 DEQ
2-m PVC 0.02" PVC lollow-stcm augc sand/bem. 3/12/1996 DEQ
2-10 PVC 0.02" PVC tcdlow-stcm auge sand/bem. 3/12/1996 DEQ
2-m PVC o . o r  PVC ktdbxv-stem auge sand/bem. 4/30/1997 DEQ
2-m PVC 0.02" PVC M^low-stem auge sand/bem. 8/24/1998 DEQ
2-in PVC 0 01" PVC Kdiow-stem auge sand/bem. 6/25/2001 DEQ
2-in PVC 0 02" PVC iolk>W‘Stem auge sand/bem. 3/12/1996 DEQ
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh geoprobe natural/bent 3/29/2002 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh geoprobe naturai/bent 3/29/2002 UM
3/4-in PVC ny lon mesh geoprobe natural/lwit 3/29/2002 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon rwKsh geoprobe naturat/bcnt 7/31/2002 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh geoprobe naturai/l^nt 7/31/2002 UM
3/4-m PVC ny lon medt geoprobe natural/bent 7/31/2002 UM
Galv Pipe sand point hand-driven nahiral/none 5/5/2002 UM
Galv Pipe sand point hand-driven natural/none 5/5/2002 UM
hand-dnven 9/8/2001 UM----- hand-driven 9/8/2001 UM
hand-dnven 9/8/2001 UM
1/2-jn cPVC nylon medt geoprobe natural/bent 9/20/2001 UM
l/2-in cPVC nylon mesh geoprobe naturaL/bcnt. 9/20/2001 UM
1/2-jn cPVC nylon mesh geoprobe natural/bent. 9/20/2001 UM
1/2-m cPVC nylon mesh geoprobe naniral/bcni. 9/20/2001 UM
l/2-in cPVC nylon mesh gw probe natural/bent 9/20/2001 UM
1/2-m cPVC nylon mesh geoprobe naturai/bent 9/20/2001 UM
l/2-in cPVC nylon mesh geoprobe naturai/bent 9 /20/2001 UM
l/2-in çPVC nylon mesh geoprobe natural/bent. 9/20/2001 UM
m galvanized coi no screen hand<lhven natural/none 9/8/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen hand-driven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
m galvanized coi no screen hand-dnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen hand-driven natural/none 9/8/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen hand-dnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen handdhven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen handdnven natural/ncme 9/8/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen handdnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized coi no screen handdriven nahiral/iK<nc 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized coi no screen h an d d ri\’cn natural/iKmc 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen handdnven nauiral/iKNTic 9/8/2001 UM
in galvanized coi no screen handdnven namral/nonc 10/4/2001 UM
m galvanized cor no scrixn handdnven naUira I/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized coi no screen handdnven naoiral/nonc 9/8/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen handdriven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cot no screen handdriven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
m galvanized cot no screen handdriven natural/iMNK 9/8/2001 UM
m galvanized cot no screen handdnven natural/raonc 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cot rw) screen handdnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
l/2-incPV C nylon mesh handdnven natural/none 11/21/2001 UM
1/2-m e PVC nylon mesh handdnven natural/none 11/21/2001 UM
l/2-m cPVC nylon mesh handdnven natural/none 11/21/2001 UM
m galvanized cot nylon mesh handdnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
m galvanized cot nylon mesh handdnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized c<* nylon mesh handdnven naturai/nonv 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cor nylon mesh handdnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cot nylon mesh hand-dnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cor nylon mesh hand-dnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cor nylon mesh handdhven nmural/none 10/4/2001 UM
in galvanized cor nylon mesh handdnven natural/none 10/4/2001 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh hand auger sand/bent 9/15/2001 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh hand auger sambbent 9/15/2001 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh hand auger natural/bcnt. 10/27/2001 UM
i/2-in cPVC nylon mesh hand auger natural/bent. 10/27/2001 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh hand auger natural/bent 10/27/2001 UM
1/2-m cPVC nylon mesh hand auger natural/bent. 10/27/2001 UM
1/2-m cPVC nylon mesh hand auger natural/bcnt. 10/27/2001 UM
3/4-in PVC nylon mesh hand auger natural/bent 10/27/2001 UM
1/2-m cPVC nylon mesh hand auger natural/bent 10/27/2001 UM
1/2-in cPVC nylon mesh hand auger mmiral/bem 10/27/2001 UM
Polyethylene lam less steel iticsioUow-stem auge sand/bent. 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene laJnless steel mestollovv-stem auge sand/bent 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene lainless steel mesiollow -stcm auge sand/bent. 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene lainless steel mesiollow-stem auge sand/bem 6/27/2001 DEO
Polyethylene rainless steel mcsiollow -stem augc sand/bem 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polyeihvlcne tamlcss steel mesiollow-stem augc sand/bem 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene rainless stix'l me;ioilow-stcm augc sand/bent 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene tamlcss Steel mcstollow-stcm augc sand/bem 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene tamlcss steel mesiollow-stem augc sand/bent 6/27/2001 DEQ
Polycthvicnc rainless steel mesiollow-stcm augc sand/bent 6/29/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene rainless steel mesiollow-stem augc sand/bem. 6/29/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene rainless steel mesioilow-stem auge sand/bent 6/29/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene rainless steel metiollow-stcm auge sand/bem. 6/29/2001 DEQ
Polyethylene rainless steel mes lollow-stem auge sand/bem. 6/29/2001 DEQ
Polvctfivime rainless steel mcsiollow-stem auge sand/bem 6/29/2001 DEQ
l/2-in cPVC ny lon mesh geoprobe natural/bent 3/29/2002 UM
1/2-m cPVC ny lon mesh geoprobe natural/bent 3/29/2002 UM
1/2-m c PVC nylon mesh geoprobe natural/bent 3/29/2002 UM
1/2-m cPVC nylon mesh geoprobe nmural/bent. 5/5/2002 UM
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